WHY A BARRIER?
1. TO PROTECT ALL ABOVE GROUND PORTIONS
2. TO PROTECT SOIL NEAR TREE FROM COMPACTION
3. PROVIDES PHYSICAL AND MENTAL AWARENESS OF TREES' PRESENCE TO EQUIPMENT OPERATORS

WHY IT WORKS
1. NO HEAVY EQUIPMENT ALLOWED INSIDE BARRIER, ONLY HAND LABOR
2. NO CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS OR TEMPORARY SOIL DEPOSITS ALLOWED INSIDE THIS AREA

BY OBSERVING THESE TWO SIMPLE PRINCIPLES, A TREES' CHANCE FOR SURVIVAL IS GREATLY ENHANCED

SPECIFICATIONS FOR WOOD BARRIER
1. MINIMUM RADIUS TO BE PROTECTED IS ENTIRE DRIP LINE
2. MINIMUM 3' IN HEIGHT
3. UPRIGHTS- THE EQUIVALENT OF 2"x4" LUMBER ON 6' MINIMUM CENTERS
4. HORIZONTAL- THE EQUIVALENT OF TWO COURSES OF 1/2" ROPING WITH YELLOW PLASTIC TAPE FLAGGING
5. BARRIERS TO BE ERECTED AROUND TREES TO REMAIN BEFORE CONSTRUCTION OR NEARBY TREES ARE REMOVED
6. BARRIERS TO REMAIN IN PLACE UNTIL ALL PAVING, CONSTRUCTION AND HEAVY EQUIPMENT IS OUT OF AREA

NOTE:
BARRIER MUST BE ERECTED PRIOR TO CONSTRUCTION